
Robert Smith 
Mechanical Assembler Head

PERSONAL STATEMENT

Motivated Customer Service Specialist with over 11 years retail experience 
in a fast-paced, team-based environment. While at Nike as a Store Lead I 
was driven to exceed sales goals and build long term relationships with 
customers. Delivers positive experiences through high-quality customer 
care. I have 20 plus years of manufacturing experience which includes 8 
years of electro-mechanical assembly experience.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Mechanical Assembler Head
ABC Corporation -   March 1995 – April 2002 

Responsibilities:

 Flextronics Enclosure - Smithfield, NC Received and correctly processed 
both written and verbal instructions, prints and work orders.

 Obtained appropriate tooling and fixtures.
 Inspected and tested components, assemblies and power tools.
 Disassembled, reassembled and corrected changeover.
 Repainted and precisely touched-up components and assemblies.
 Maintained counts and lifts, shifts and stocks materials and parts.
 Recognized and reported defective material and equipment to shift 

supervisor.

Mechanical Assembler
Oleumtech Corp -   1990 – 1995 

Responsibilities:

 Work on many wireless monitors and modules that require is to wear 
protective grounding gear such as foot strapping, as well as protective 
coat to prevent from the body giving out electricity and damage the 
pcba boards, as well as radios 0116 boards.

 Assemble monitors With a broad of tools and aids, like cutters, drills, 
drivers, crimpers, screwdrivers, ploers, strippers and wrenchs Power 
tools such as torque driver, drills, soldering aIds.

 Test the monitors and update the firmware before sending to quality 
control before hitting packing, I like to be my own QC and make sure to 
send the qualitY product to are customers.

 Do various other testing as well like solar panels, batteries and resistive 
probes check them for high voltage as well low voltage or dull batteries.

 If a product gets returned I tesT the monitor see were it went wrong and
fix within my knowledge if not I would have to get the attention of 
firmware engineers or the electrical engineer see what we could do to 
prevent us from making the same mistake of it was either assembled 
wring, or firmware fail.

 If work is slow I test radios, pcba boards, as well built material for stocK 
such as cabLE assembllY etc.

 im always learning new things if work slower than usual thats were 
training kicks in and help us rotate around the production area easily 
and smoothly.
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CONTACT DETAILS

1737 Marshville Road, 
Alabama
(123)-456-7899
info@qwikresume.com 
www.qwikresume.com

SKILLS

in electronic.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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Education

High School Diploma in General Studies - (Edgar Beddingfield High 
School - Wilson, NC)
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